
Kid Sized Olson Mask Instructions
- Print the first two pages back to back.  The “do not cut” text should appear
on the back of two pattern pieces.  Hold up the paper to a light - does the 1”
test box line up through the paper? 

- Cut out the 3 double-sided pattern pieces. 

- You will have 5 pieces to cut... Inside A, B, and C & Outside A and B.  
TTrace each piece one time on the wrong side of your fabric, flipping the 
pattern pieces as necessary. 

- Straight stitch Inside B to Inside C, (along the similar length straight edge) 
leaving a 3/4” gap at the top.  Press seam open.

- Serge or straight stitch Inside A to Inside B/C along the curve.  Likewise with 
Outside A to Outside B.

- Press Inside panel and Outside panels open along their curves.

- Se- Serge or straight stitch Inside panel to Outside panel along the long top and bottom
edges, leaving the sides open.

- Flip and press flat.

- Press  unfinished sides of the mask 1/4” (towards mask center) then again 1/2”, 
now hiding the unfishined seam.  Sandwhich your elastic or thread your ribbon 
through while pinning.

- Stitch the mask sides closed.

- Mark a line along the nose bridge 3/4” down from the top edge, about 1.5” on- Mark a line along the nose bridge 3/4” down from the top edge, about 1.5” on
either side of the center seam.  Stitch along this line.  You have now made a nose 
band channel, that lines up with the finished hole (between Inside B and C.) Use
this to place a 3” piece of pipe cleaner for proper mask fit.  It is removeable for 
washing.

- Wash and dry in HIGH HEAT, without the pipe cleaner in place.  Change out
masks every couple of hours.


